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							Online Casino Games with the Best Winning Odds
						

						Riley French | January 13, 2022

						  The online casino industry is a multi-billion-dollar industry following the growing popularity of online casino games. In the last several years, the number of iGaming venues operating in the industry has grown tremendously and while there are numerous land-based casinos, many players prefer enjoying their favorite games from the coziness of their homes or while on the go.

The growing popularity of online casinos is fueled by great convenience, awesome online casino bonuses, global accessibility, loads of different payment options, and of course, richer gaming libraries.

One of the biggest benefits of playing at an iGaming venue is the availability of excellent welcome and other bonuses. While land-based casinos treat their loyal customers with some kind of loyalty prize, most online casinos are packed with a variety of bonuses that cannot be found elsewhere. When gaming online, you get to claim welcome bonuses, free spins, cashback, and no deposit bonuses.

Online casinos are accessible across the globe. Everyone who resides in a country with lenient gambling laws can enjoy online gambling sessions any time of the day. Nowadays, there are hundreds of different gambling venues, so finding the one to suit your specific needs and preferences should be not hard.

Needless to say, online casinos offer a greater selection of games. While land-based casinos have to deal with space limitations and restrictions, online casinos get to offer hundreds of different games since the digital space has no restrictions.

The growing popularity of online casinos is definitely fueled by excellent online casino games, and further, we explore those that feature the best winning odds.

The Best Winning Odds – Payout Percentage and House Edge

Every different online casino game has different winning odds, different casino edges, and different payout percentages. In order to win substantial profits in the long run, it is always a good idea to look into games’ casino edge and payout percentage as by examining these two terms, you get to find those games with the best winning odds.

The casino or house edge is the iGaming venue’s profit defined as the percentage of your original bet. The typical casino edge on online casino games is between 2% and 3%.

RTPs or Return to Player rates vary from online casino game to another, but they are usually around 90%. Of course, there are online casino games with higher RTPs, and their odds work in favor of players. Essentially, RTPs represent the theoretical win rate. In the world of online casino gaming, classic table games feature the best winning odds due to higher Return to Player rates, and Blackjack is the ultimate winner.

Blackjack

Depending on which Blackjack game you play and which strategy to use, RTPs on Blackjack games go up 99.6%. In land-based casinos, the casino edge is generally around 1%, while in online casinos, it is usually around 0.13%. Blackjack has been around for quite some time now.

According to historians and experts, Blackjack was mentioned for the first time in Miguel de Cervantes’ Don Quixote. The earliest forms of Blackjack used a special deck that did not include the eights, nines, and tens.

Modern Blackjack games use standard card decks. All face cards are worth ten points while Aces are worth eleven or one. Other cards are assigned point values based on their rank. Regardless of which online Blackjack game you play, you get to Hit, Stand, Split, and Double Down. Certain online Blackjack variants also let you Surrender. Either way, with most online Blackjack games having a favorable RTP of around 99%, Blackjack has the best winning odds.

Craps

When discussing online casino games with the best winning odds, we have to mention good-old Craps. Craps may seem a bit intimidating to newbies due to all those different betting options. However, the game is definitely worth checking out as most online Craps games feature an RTP of around 98.64% which means their casino edge is very low at around 1.36%. Moreover, some online Craps games come with a casino edge of only 0.60%.

Craps is one of the most exciting online casino games you can play. It offers loads of different betting options and quite spectacular winning odds you can boost even more by using the right winning strategy. The Pass Line bet in Craps guarantees you will make a profit, and we recommend newbies start with Pass Line bets before they explore other betting options that offer higher payouts.

Roulette

Roulette is another true classic and one of the oldest casino games of this kind. Online casinos offer different online Roulette variants, but European Roulette features the best winning odds. Most iGaming venues have set the casino edge for European Roulette at around 2.7% and around 5.26% for American Roulette. Hence, for the best winning odds, you should definitely play European or French Roulette. French Roulette games usually feature a casino edge of around 1.35%.

While Blackjack, Craps, and Roulette feature some of the best winning odds, online casino games, such as Keno and Wheel of Fortune have some of the worst winning odds. While Keno games come with a casino edge of around 2%, their RTPs range from 25% to 40%. Wheel of Fortune games features a casino edge of around 22%. Beloved online slots usually boast RTPs of between 92% and 96%.
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							Which US States Legalized Online Gambling?
						

						Riley French | December 11, 2021

						  Various gambling activities were quite popular in the United States before and after the American revolution. Gambling was enjoyed in different colonies which back then were part of Great Britain. The extend and the popularity of gambling back then varied greatly by region, certain colonies were more open towards gambling.

In these areas, no gambling prohibitions were in place, so naturally, gambling prospered. In areas in which certain gambling restrictions and prohibitions were in place, gambling was mostly enjoyed behind closed doors.

When discussing the most popular gambling activities after the American revolution, we have to mention lotteries. Lotteries were extremely popular, especially in more rural places and smaller towns. Revenues collected from lotteries went to education and other systems whose main purpose was to build the country’s public and financial infrastructure.

However, it was not long before Great Britain decided to limit gambling activities in its colonies. To escape prohibitions and restrictions Great Britain sought, American gained its independence from Great Britain on the 4th of July 1776.

History of Gambling in the United States

After the American revolution, gambling activities continued to thrive in the country throughout the entire eighteenth century. However, in the mid-eighteenth century, the very first anti-gambling organizations were formed.

With more anti-gambling movements, gambling operators were forced to seek new ways to continue providing gambling activities and this is when the very first riverboat gambling establishments opened their doors in the state of Mississippi.

Around the same time, a couple of anti-gambling movements managed to shut down lotteries that were thriving in the Northeast. However, this has not stopped the growing demand. Despite different anti-gambling laws and regulations, many gambling establishments continued to operate underground, completely outside of the law.

The American Frontier was much more open towards gambling activities. In fact, it was a safe place for legal gambling with many legally-operating gambling houses.

After the Civil War, gambling activities become more popular in the South. Once again, lotteries led the way when compared to other gambling forms. Back in the day, all revenues collected by lotteries were invested in recovering and repairing the damage towns and cities in the South sustained after the Civil War. At the beginning of the twentieth century, most gambling activities were prohibited throughout the county. Even though gambling was illegal at the time, underground gambling houses stayed open.

During and after the Prohibition era, the states of Florida and Texas were more friendly towards gambling. To recover from the damage the Great Depression brought upon the country, the state of Nevada legalized gambling activities in the 1930s.

In the two following decades, gambling was legalized in Maryland and several other states. The very first legal gambling establishments opened their doors in Atlantic City in 1977.

Online Gambling Activities in the United States

This leads us to online gambling laws and regulations in the United States. Under federal law, gambling activities are legal in the United States. At the same time, there are some restrictions in place when it comes to iGaming and interstate gambling activities. Under federal law, each US state can legalize or prohibit online gambling activities.

As of today, certain forms of online gambling are legal in the states of West Virginia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Oregon, Nevada, Wyoming, Colorado, and Arizona.

In the state of New Jersey, online gambling is perfectly legal since 2013. After state legislators passed Assembly Bill 2578, the very first online casinos opened their doors, and these were Golden Nugget, Betway, and PokerStars.

Online sports betting activities are also legal in the state. Pennsylvania legalized online casinos and online sports betting back in 2017 after state legislators passed House Bill 271. Some of the most prominent brands operating in the Pennsylvania iGaming industry are Caesars, Betway, PokerStars, and 888 Casino.

Online casinos have been operating legally in West Virginia since 2020. Online gambling in the state was legalized through House Bill 2934. iGaming operators, such as William Hill, BetRivers, BetMGM, and DraftKings serve customers in West Virginia.

The state of Michigan legalized online casinos and online sports betting in December of 2019 after passing Senate Bill 186. The very first iGaming sites started operating in the early days of 2020.

Delaware is another state in which online casinos operate legally. The legislation that legalized iGaming activities, House Bill 333 was passed back in 2012. In Oregon, online sports betting is legal, but online casinos are not. The situation is the same in several other states, including Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee, Virginia, and New Hampshire.

As of today, online poker sites can legally operate in Oregon, Nevada, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, West Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, and Connecticut. States of California, Florida, Kentucky, Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, and North Carolina will probably legalize online sports betting in the near future.
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						  Despite being quite influenced by the West during the last 50-60 years, Japan still remains a VERY unique country with its extremely unique laws and customs. For example, despite the fact that only 0.7% of Japan’s population identifies as Christian, Christmas remains an important holiday for family bonding and romantic get-togethers… Which is often celebrated with the consumption of copious amounts of KFC. But Japan’s weirdness goes way beyond fun anecdotes like this – they’re an entirely different market altogether. For example, when videogames are released, they often have different release dates for North America & Australia, Europe and Japan, and that doesn’t just apply to the games that are being manufactured there. And, of course, numerous laws are radically different from those found in the West – the age of consent is only 13, firearms are completely forbidden except for soldiers and police officers, the military is abolished safe for a defense force meant to protect the country in case of an invasion, and, most importantly for us, most forms of gambling are completely forbidden. There’s a lottery, and as I’ve written before people like to cheat the system by playing pachinko for real money, but casinos (online or offline), betting on most sports, bingo and other similar activities that most Europeans take for granted are simply not available.

There are numerous theories about why gambling is illegal, but we’re not here to talk about that. The more important question we should be asking is whether there’s a chance that gambling (be it physical, online or both) can ever be made legal according to the country’s criminal code. And I have some good news and some bad news. The good news is that it’s not like nobody wants to legalize gambling – it’s a lucrative market, and the government knows that they can reign in some serious cash through taxes. They’re already seeing the benefits of gambling thanks to things like sports betting and lotto, and legalizing gambling in general will at the very least cut off the middle man during pachinko transactions, bringing in a TON of lost profits directly to the government, without even counting all of the new markets that will open up with land and online casinos. As a matter of fact, as early as 2015 a legislature that would legalize gambling was brought to the ruling Liberal Democratic Party, but this is where the bad news comes into play, as the bill was ultimately rejected. It wasn’t out of any malice, necessarily, it was just that legalizing gambling wasn’t the Party’s priority during that particular session. An extra session will be scheduled to discuss legalizing gambling in particular, but as of the time of this writing that session hasn’t happened yet – all things considered, it might not happen any time soon, either.

But there is hope! Once the session happens, there’s actually a very good chance that gambling might finally be legalized in Japan. I, at the very least, believe that it’s an inevitability within the next 5-10 years, as there are just way too many arguments in favor of a legalization for it not to happen. Sadly, us Westerners can do little but keep our fingers crossed and hope for the best!
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						  Since we have already established that safety should be your priority when playing a casino game or choosing a casino site, let’s turn to a more fun discussion. Which of the classical casino games should you pick if you’re looking for a game that is both safe and profitable? In other words, which game has the lowest house edge? According to many reputable sources, blackjack has the lowest house edge, hence, it gives players the best odds of winning. For example,  Bob Hannum, a professor at the University of Denver, calculates the house advantage of single-zero roulette at 2.7%, double-zero roulette – 5.3%, and attributes only a 0.5% house edge to blackjack.



We should, of course, note that the house edge depends on the number of decks used, the rules of the game variation, the availability of side bets, and so on. Mind you, the house edge quoted is for a common six-deck game, not a one-deck game. The latter would obviously have better odds. As Prof. Hannum helpfully reminds us, “a player using basic strategy faces little or no disadvantage in a single-deck game”. So, why do not all casino fans play blackjack and blackjack only? Probably because unlike slots, which require no skills, and roulette, for which the players need certain skills, with blackjack skill is very important. 

A blackjack strategy could make or break your game.  Yet, blackjack is so entertaining in its variety and so thrilling with the chance of winning big that you shouldn’t simply give it up because you might be lacking the skills. There are tutorials and books on blackjack but if you’re pressed for time you could use shortcuts. For example, you could find some blackjack strategy charts and study them. If you’re playing online, you could keep the charts at hand and refer to them as often as you wish. Just make sure you’re using the strategy chart for the particular blackjack variety you’re playing. 

Probably the best practice tool for those who wish to improve their blackjack game are the live dealer blackjack games. Not only can you use your strategy charts but you can learn from the other players for free. Enter a live casino and head to a blackjack table. Spot the player who’s on a winning streak. They might be betting on multiple hands or wagering large sums of money. The important thing is that they seem to know exactly what they are doing. Use the “bet behind” option and place your bets alongside theirs and then watch your money multiply. For more information on the “bet behind” option and anything related to live blackjack, go to liveblackjack.org.uk.

To me, live blackjack is, beyond any doubt, the best of the best in terms of entertainment – the glamorous casino setting, the attractive real dealers in posh outfits, the multiple cameras, the show time lights and the realistic sound – you can hardly find any other blackjack game that is this exhilarating. As far as safety goes, you’d never have to worry about that if you only play at regulated, authorised online casinos.   
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						  As you can imagine, economics is everywhere nowadays. We live in a capital based society, so understanding one’s market – cost of production, supply, pricing and all the dynamics is vital not just for businesses (and even individuals) but even more so – for governments. So understandably, a lot of effort and resources are put into research so that legislations passed can fairly and realistically reflect on the present economic situation and react and adapt to it in the best possible way to the benefit of all involved.

Today we will cover (in short – the full research paper is 144 pages, so if you are interested and have the time you are welcome to read it) the analysis of use of promotions in online and land-based gambling. The report was prepared by one of the largest economics consultancies in Europe – Frontier Economics, for HM Revenues & Customs agency. The aim is to understand how the different perks, used by operators, would be affected by the introduction to tax on those. Bookies in the UK just had a breather after the budget for the year was recently announced and was less bad for them than expected.

Let’s look at the types of promotions first. The most commonly used options are

	Buy one get one free – free bets given if the user purchases tickets/entry for a given game;
	Matched bets/deposits – a percentage by which the minimum deposit is multiplied;
	Free bets/plays – similar to this Landmark bingo review, free bonus funds for players to use on the site prior to depositing;
	Cashbacks – a percentage of losses on the site recovered in bonus funds;
	Loyalty schemes – put in place perks and freebies for returning customers;
	Promotional offers by calendar – offers valid for a specific event or/and calendar date;


There are conditions to those attached such as wagering and other requirements. The abundance of offers, especially when it comes to online play, has created a whole niche of specialist websites, such as www.bingowebsites.net that help players navigate through the hundreds of options. Statistics show that on average, the operators return around 10-30% of their gross winnings in bonuses.

The aim of all the above is to not only acquire clients but also around their retention, reward and continuous active state. So different types of promotions will support different strategies – as a simple example – freebies are targeting the acquisition of new clients and loyalty schemes – keeping returning customers happy and active. The value of the regular players’ rewards is usually estimated based on the expected value they will bring to the operator over their lifetime as site members.

It is interesting to know that the research revealed that freeplay and welcome bonus top-ups are the main and most important reason for first-time customers to choose one site over another. Gambling companies questioned over the course of the study are all of the opinion that most of their customers gamble for fun and so promotions are seen as extra opportunities to prolong their games and not that much as additional chances to win. So the average players don’t expect the odds to turn in their favour just because a bonus is bigger. The size of the jackpot offer is also very determinant of user behaviour. That does not concern poker as this game is seen as one that requires skill, so it less up to chance.

One of the main points of the research, on top of revelling some fascinating insights from the gambling industry, was investigating the link between different gambling entities. So (as a rough example) how the price of roulette raising will affect the use of bingo games? The below graph is a visual representation of such relation:



Factors such as the log of monthly gambling price, monthly stakes, months/weeks/days with special events (sports etc) occur, GDP, unemployment rate, number of weekends in a month etc. were taken to determine the correlation between forms of gambling.

Well that is all for now, I hope you have enjoyed this short snap from the actual research and will be back soon for more interesting and important news, analysis and facts from the world of gambling and law.
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						  Playing casino games online is fun, relaxing and potentially profitable, but it never has to be at the expense of your safety. This is why, in this article we’ll take a look at all the symbols that point out that online gambling site is trustworthy and that it’s legal for a player residing in the UK to play there.

The Licence

If you’re planning on playing at a real-money casino and you’re a British resident, then one thing is for sure – that casino should be licensed by the United Kingdom Gambling Commission. The Commission is, in fact, the only organisation that has the authority to issue licenses to remote gambling providers in the UK. If an online operator wants to offer their services to British residents, then they have to go through to the rigorous assessment process of the Commission in order to get their hands on that licence. And even after that, the Commission continues to monitor their activities, to collect their taxes and keep a watchful eye on whether the players are treated fairly. You can check whether an online casino is licensed by the United Kingdom Gambling Commission by using the license search tool on their official website, or simply by clicking on the UKGC logo in the footer of the site.

Technical Audits and Security

In order to issue a licence, the Gambling Commission requires the casino’s software to have been audited by a third-party testing agency they have in their list of approved testing houses. The testing agencies which logos you will most frequently see at online casinos are eCOGRA, GLI and iTech Labs. If you see one of their seals of approval at the footer of the site you’re considering playing at, then you can be sure that there all the games are fair and all the outcomes of the hands/spins are random. It’s also very nice to see the logo of a major anti-virus software, like McAfee for example, on the casino site so that you can be sure that the operator does everything possible to maintain the technical security of their platform.

Social Responsibility

It’s really nice to know that the casino you’re playing at is legal, fair and secure, but it’s also important to know that it’s socially responsible. What I mean by this is that it’s good to know that the website you’re playing at does everything in its power to educate their customers about problem gambling, restrict underage gambling as well as support one of the many gambling charities such as GamCare, Gamble Aware, Gamblers Anonymous and Responsible Gambling Trust. Also, all reputable websites provide their users with helpful tools using which they can restrict the amount that they can bet per day, week or month or even tools for self-exclusion if they feel like they have a serious problem.
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						  The East and the West are very, very different in numerous regards, be they cultural, linguistical, biological or others. It’s really far easier to count the similarities between them than it is to list the numerous differences. The one we’re most interested in currently, though, relates to gambling. As some of you may know already, especially if you indulge in popular cultures with a heavy Japanese presence, such as videogames and anime, gambling is very illegal in Japan. The process of how we got up to this point is complicated and not really relevant, so I’ll skip it and just get to the point – any game where you can bet money and expect real money in return is completely illegal. You can, however, earn various rewards from games, but the catch is that you can only earn those rewards from skill-based games. If you’ve been to an arcade in the past 5 years, you might have noticed that some arcade machines give tickets the better you do at them. For example, in a shooting game you might get a ticket for each person you shoot before you get killed, and those tickets can be exchanged for prices. You can’t, however, win tickets from, say, a slot machine. 

The Japanese, however, would very much like a slice of the gambling pie, so through numerous (and I do mean numerous) loopholes in the law they managed to get it. Enter Pachinko machines. Their closest equivalent is the videogame Peggle, where you need to drop a ball from the top of the screen and have it jump around, hitting various obstacles along the way until it drops into an appropriate slot at the bottom. While there is some skill involved into precisely where and how you’ll drop the ball, for the most part it’s very much a luck-based game. Once the ball hits the bottom, you get a certain number of tickets depending on exactly where it landed, and you can exchange those tickets for prices which you can later sell in a pawn shop (typically located suspiciously close to the arcade). It is, by far, one of the biggest gaming businesses in Japan, to the point where several gigantic developers, such as Konami and SNK, have completely quit developing videogames and focused entirely on their pachinko divisions. Their success completely outmatches anything that the West has to offer.

What’s the secret? I have reasons to believe that it is precisely the skill-based element involved in the games. If you look at Western slots, you’ll notice that the most popular ones are almost always those with a certain amount of interactivity in them. Unfortunately, Western laws prohibit skill-based gambling in numerous countries and states. Certain movements have been started to lift the ban, but at this rate it’s unlikely that we’ll be seeing any big slots with a real skill involvement before the next decade. At this rate, we can do little else but wait and hope that we’ll soon be able to enjoy our own Pachinko action, Western-style.
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						  You have probably heard a lot over the past few years about the gambling legislations in different countries in Eastern Europe. Unlike countries in the Western Union which prefer to put their fight against compulsive gambling before revenue, many Eastern Europe governments came up with solid legislations meant to accurately and fairly tax and regulate the iGaming market of the respective country. 

Back in 2011, The European Parliament rejected the proposal of ‘EU harmonization uniformly regulating the gambling sector’, with the ‘Resolution on Online Gambling in the internal market’ act, but promised to aid Member States in this department. One year later, the Commission adopted a communication ‘Towards a Comprehensive European Framework for Online Gambling’, which was meant to help protect users and prevent problem and underage gambling under the umbrella of the European Union, while not having an impact on the country’s iGaming legislation.

A significant difference between Western and Eastern Europe comes from the gambling revenue of each country in the continent for the past years and you should have guessed by now that Western Europe countries take the lead by far. According to newzoo.com, a great games market research site, Germany and the United Kingdom are leaders in this department, with around 3.5 billion dollars revenue for 2015, while Russia accounted for the highest revenue in Eastern Europe – a shy 1.2 billion dollars. What is interesting is that Romania, who only recently gave 13 gambling licenses in accordance with their new gambling legislation, is third in Eastern Europe with nearly half a billion dollars. Globally, China takes the crown, with a little over 22 billion dollars revenue for 2015, beating North America by around 1 billion dollars.
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						  When it comes to mobile gambling, there is one thing that usually comes to everyone’s mind: safety. And so it should be, since our personal and banking details are important and should be secure at all times. This is why I want to share with you few extra safety measures that you should take to ensure that your transactions to and from online casinos go as smoothly and safely as they should. So, let’s get started.

I probably don’t have to remind you Brits that you can only play at licensed casino sites, that are approved by the United Kingdom Gambling Commission. The same thing goes for all countries that have adopted their own gambling legislation – always make sure that the operator you choose is allowed to operate in your jurisdiction in the first place, before checking out their mobile app. To be on the safe side, you can choose one from the list of reputable mobile casinos by mobileonlinecasinos.co.uk. which are sure to be licensed, regulated and safe to play at.

Another important aspect to consider is whether or not the casino site offers the so-called ‘anonymous’ banking methods. Of course, they are not actually anonymous, but you can use them as a buffer between yourself and the casino site. However, keep in mind that I am not referring to Bitcoin, as they are not accepted in the UK. I am talking about payment providers such as PayPal, that can provide you with fast, safe and most of the time free transactions to and from gambling sites. This is indeed a very comfortable and safe method to handle your funds, but make sure that the casino you chose offers it as a payment method on their mobile platform.

Something that you should never do is save any kind of passwords on your device. I know, it’s a lot easier and more comfortable to simply log in with one click, but when it comes to safety, this is a huge no-no. The first and biggest danger is that your device might get lost or stolen, and your details – and funds, could fall in the wrong hands and nobody wants that, right? Furthermore, I would advise you not to save any type of log-in information, for the same reason.

Always be on the lookout for prying eyes, because while you are watching your phone, somebody else could be watching it, too. So try to never make banking transactions on public transportation or in public places, as someone could see your log-in or banking details and that could really be a problem. Actually, to be perfectly honest, I would also avoid such sensitive information to be transmitted through open, unsafe Wi-Fi connections, as anyone could have access to it, if they wanted to. So, make sure you take all these precautions and you can safely enjoy your mobile casino experience.
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						  I would like to start by thanking you for visiting my blog and to wish you a heartfelt welcome. I have been working on this blog for many months now and the time has come for it to see the light of day. As you could probably tell from the title, this blog will include topics on online gambling regulations from all over the world. The development and constant growth of Internet gambling sites has forced the governments of many countries to create an appropriate legislation meant to regulate and tax these services accordingly. 

During my research, I noticed once again the importance of having such laws, not only for paying taxes, which you should always do, no doubt about it, but also for ensuring a safe and secure gambling environment for all players. If you have played at such sites before the Gambling (Licensing and Advertising) Act came in force in November last year, you probably noticed that there is a big difference between then and now. 

The first and most important change is, of course, the presence of a gambling licence issued by the UK Commission and the thing that matters most to us is that all operators are required to have the number published on their site. Another thing of great interest to most of us are the RTPs (return to player percentage) for all game categories and even individually for specific games. Now, most online casinos go as far as having their payout percentages verified by international organizations such as eCogra or GLI. This way you can have access to all the information you need to help you choose the most advantageous games and this is also solid proof that their payouts are fair and transparent. These are, however, only few aspects concerning the recent legislations concerning online gambling. I will cover more interesting and useful information in the following articles, so stay tuned.
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